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Simplify and Scale

with Simphony Essentials
All your restaurant management essentials covered for as little as $55/month*
*Restrictions apply. Request a call back for details.

Save time and money

Increase revenue

Streamline data

Spend more time
with guests

Manage your restaurant
wherever you are

Simphony Essentials: the complete cloud POS for essential restaurant operations
Oracle Food and Beverage is the leading provider of point-of-sale systems to restaurants of every
size and style. From international chains to independent startups restaurants all over the world rely
on Oracle MICROS Simphony to simplify their operations, reduce costs, expand revenue channels,
manage business performance and deliver a modern customer experience. Oracle MICROS
Simphony Essentials is rooted in best practices, and thoughtfully configured for simplicity.

•
•
•
•
•

Intuitive ordering
Instant kitchen communication
Real-time reporting
Easy integrations
Simply connect all your payment processing,
online ordering, delivery, mobile and
reservation management on a single cloud

Simple and Scalable

Fast, Flexible and Customer-Centric

Cost Efficient and Controlled

Easily connect all your essential business
processes from your kitchen to payment
processing, online ordering, delivery, mobile
and reservation management.

Centralize your customer engagement
channels, add new menu items, spin up
special offers and deliver a consistent
customer experience across every touchpoint
and device.

Essential reporting and analytics are included
so you can view reports by employee, by day
part, by order channel, and across multiple
locations. With mobile push notifcations, you
can stay informed no matter where you are
and never miss an update or alert.

“Oracle has definitely helped us to streamline our
operations. It is simple and fast to use, and utilizing
the product helped us become a smarter business.”
– Pablo Colmenares, founder, New York Burger

“The solution from Oracle Food and Beverage
gives us the reliability we need day to day and the
confidence to scale quickly,”
– Tim Entwistle, owner of WOLF

LEARN MORE:

www.oracle.com/simphony-essentials
1-800-ORACLE1

One for One

Upgrade to Oracle MICROS Simphony POS
and get a new workstation for $1

Now more than ever, it’s critical to free
up capital, increase efficiency and give
your employees the best tools for the
job. This means reliable, modern point
of sale technology and mobile solutions
for curbside and pay-at-table. We’ve
created an offer for the industry that
satisfies both.

Our One for One initiative enables restaurateurs to eliminate what is typically a large capital
expense and simultaneously upgrade their operations for maximum efficiency. For each
Simphony Cloud subscription, customers can replace their existing device ‘one for $1’.

Multiple Options
for the Modern
Restaurant
Environment

Workstation 6 Series:
Run your restaurant on our
high-powered, large-screen
fagship POS terminal. The
Workstation 6 offers the
processing power, payment
capabilities, and durability
you need to keep your
restaurant running smoothly.

LEARN MORE:
Call 1 - 800 - ORACLE1 · Visit oracle.com\one -for- one

Oracle MICROS Simphony POS hardware is built to withstand heat, spills, drops, heavy use —
everything the restaurant industry demands.

Workstation 3 Series:
You will and this
extremelydurable 10-inch
portable POS
where space, shade, and
electrical outlets are limited.
High-volume concession
stands, pop ups in parking
lots, sun-soaked poolside
bars, and food trucks are just
a few places where the
Workstation 3 shines.

Tablet 700 Series:
Arm your waitstaff with
real-time menu item updates
and instant communication
with the kitchen. Our mobile
POS tablets with credit
card readers are perfect for
restaurants offering drivethru or curbside ordering.

